
From: Scro, Jennifer
To: Pepperl, Nicole; Speiser, Herald
Subject: FW: Re: Turkey point
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 11:03:45 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: nancy lee [mailto:geniusofdespair@me.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:07 AM
To: Scro, Jennifer <Jennifer.Scro@nrc.gov>
Cc: McCrackine, Sean (DIST8) <MCCRAS@miamidade.gov>; Jenny Staletovich
 <jstaletovich@miamiherald.com>
Subject: [External_Sender] Re: Turkey point

Jennifer:

P.S.I forgot to mention the words salt water intrusion to our fragile bay and to our Floridian and Biscayne aquifers.
 Since you guys are so narrowly focused I don't want to forget that. Putting too much salt in our bay is deadly to its
 natural composition. It depends on freshwater  input to survive. If you steal the freshwater or dispense extra salt
 water the bay dies. By drawing so much fresh water FPL is causing a clusterf---- of cascading bad events here. Salt
 water is moving inland. How will sea level rise add to that? Please respond to my concerns NRC. Please respond.
Nancy Lee

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jan 13, 2016, at 9:45 AM, nancy lee <geniusofdespair@me.com> wrote:
>
> The NRC is not doing its job. Turkey Point comments by Nancy Lee
>
> 1. Iodide --- the people should be made aware of where it is available within a ten mile radius. Time will be of the
 essence. Travel time because of a hurricane to get the stuff could be severely impeded. Has this ever been
 addressed?
>
> 2. Evacuation studies for the Keys. Never addressed. If they were, send me the studies.
>
> 3. Sea level rise, never addressed. If it was send me the studies. New research from the University of Miami co
 authored with the South Florida Water Management district have found sea level rise escalating at an astounding
 rate. Read the studies. Turkey point could be an island with no people to serve or service it.
>
> 4. You are siting 2 new reactors at a treacherously dangerous site. I lived through Love canal, Chernobyl and
 Fukushima. Shit happens. Your Barre plant proves that. Also the mysterious drilled holes in the pipes here.
>
> 5. Fish and Crocs have not been tested for nuke levels. They should immediately be tested and the water being
 dispensed in the bay. Allowing the county and State to do the testing when FPL (next error) gives to all county and
 State and Federal politicians in huge amounts is asking the fox to guard the henhouse. You need independent
 testing. Lee Hefty is a nice guy but he is a company man and would never buck his bosses. I heard there is already a
 gag order in place around here. FPL does investigations of people who oppose them to try to discredit them. Ask for
 there files on Councilman Scott Galvin and Philip Stoddard. I know they investigated them from an inside source. I
 suppose they have one on Laura Reynolds, Barry White and Cindy Lerner. Ask for these files. Demand them. You
 must put a stop to these investigations. This is bad behavior by a utility company. Very bad behavior.
>
> 6. The subject at hand: this is my drinking water. I do not want it contaminated. The N RC is not suppose to be a
 nuke-cheerleader. You are suppose to guard our safety and that of our children. As radioactive water in Japan is
 reaching our west coast shores you are allowing our aquifer to be destroyed by a selfish utility company. What are
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 we the next Flint Michigan? Are we next to be poisoned. Are we to have our  drinking water used up for energy?
 The cooling canals are too damn hot. That proves the system has had its day. Goodbye. You can't use drinking
 water to cool them. That is plain old illogical. The system is broken and no one will admit it.
>
> You guys have to STOP relying on self- policing by these profit driven companies that run the politicians here.
 You have to do your job and keep us safe not the nukes.
>
> And, your narrow focus makes me sick. We are people. All our concerns should be addressed. Not one small
 facet. You have to be holistic. Piecemeal is dumb. You can't guard our safety and that of our drinking water source
 piecemeal.
>
> We are worried and you are not helping.
>
> Nancy Lee
> 20448 me 34 ct
> Aventura 33180
>
> Sent from my iPhone


